Priority

Accessible venue

Spoiled for choice

From your initial contact with the
CSIR ICC until long after your event
is over you will deal with one
contact person – your dedicated
and experienced Event
Coordinator.

The CSIR ICC is as accessible as it
gets! Located in the junction of the
major Gauteng highways and on
the Gautrain route, the CSIR ICC is
easy to access from any direction
and only a train and bus ride from
the airport (OR Tambo).

With various venue options, the
Centreʼs auditoriums, conference,
breakaway and function rooms can
accommodate small, medium size
and large groups in accordance to
permitted regulations.

Convenience
The CSIR ICC event coordinators can
arrange overnight accommodation
and bus transfers between hotels
and the Centre on your behalf.
Delegates attending events at the
CSIR ICC are eligible for special
rates at most nearby hotels.

Community Focus
Partnerships
CSIR ICC has structured strong
partnerships with accommodation
venues in close proximity to the
ICC and discounted rates are
negotiated on behalf of clients.

The CSIR International Convention
Centre has a programme in place
to train people from previously
disadvantaged communities in
skills required for employment in
the catering industry.

Culinary experience
The experienced team of chefs at the
Centre offer great menus with a
distinctive flair.

An inclusive DCP rate
The standard DCP rate ensures that
your delegates need nothing
further to having a memorable
event experience at CSIR ICC.

Connectivity
There is free WI-FI connection
throughout our facilities for all
delegates with no codes, or
password restrictions.

Hybrid events
CSIR ICC offers seamless end-to-end
digital and hybrid event solutions
to help you.
We can assist to deliver your event
content to multiple venues or
persons across the country, or the
world, from a studio environment
or live event broadcast from any of
our purpose-built venues.

Health and safety
CSIR ICC has considered global
best practices, national legislation
as well as provincial and municipal
engagement in as far as
implementing COVID-19
prevention measures.

Collaboration
You can rest assured that booking
your event at CSIR ICC benefits
small business suppliers in and
around Pretoria.

